AbstractÐDetecting faces in images with complex backgrounds is a difficult task. Our approach, which obtains state of the art results, is based on a new neural network model: the Constrained Generative Model (CGM). Generative, since the goal of the learning process is to evaluate the probability that the model has generated the input data, and constrained since some counterexamples are used to increase the quality of the estimation performed by the model. To detect side view faces and to decrease the number of false alarms, a conditional mixture of networks is used. To decrease the computational time cost, a fast search algorithm is proposed. The level of performance reached, in terms of detection accuracy and processing time, allows to apply this detector to a real world application: the indexation of images and videos.
INTRODUCTION
T O detect a face in an image means to find its position in the image plane (x,y) and its size or scale (z). Two broad classes of algorithms can perform this task.
An image of a face can be considered as a set of features such as eyes, mouth, nose with constrained positions and size within an oval: an explicit model can be used. One of the simplest and fastest methods to realize the feature extraction is the projection of the image or the edge image on the vertical axis to find the eyes or the mouth and on the horizontal axis to locate the nose [22] , [7] , [19] . Several other methods are currently used to perform the feature extraction: Gabor filter [25] , oval detection [31] , [24] , etc. A similarity measurement between features is then used for face recognition or face detection task: Mahalanobis distance [7] , crosscorrelation [2] , [7] , [5] , graph matching [25] , elastic matching of features [40] , decision tree [19] , neural network [7] , belief network [8] ...
Considering that an image of face is a particular event in the set all the possible images, extracted windows of the image can be analyzed to determine if these windows contain faces or parts of background. A probabilistic or statistic model can be used to analyze the pixels intensity of each subwindow (extracted window of the image). This model can be built with different methods: neural networks [6] , [38] , [12] , [33] , [20] , [36] , [29] , [30] , [13] , [14] , principal components analysis [35] , [11] , [15] , [17] , [18] , [26] , Kullback distance and maximum-likelihood method [10] , Support Vector Machines [27] , [28] , etc.
For face detection, the advantage of explicit models is usually the speed of the features extraction algorithm and the similarity measurement task in comparison to the methods directly based on the analysis of pixels intensity. For explicit models, since the features have to be detected, the range (minimum size of detected faces) and the robustness to partial occlusion of faces are generally lower than for those based on probabilistic models. As a consequence, the performances of probabilistic models based on direct subwindows evaluation are usually better.
Our approach first implements simple processes, based on standard image processing and then more sophisticated processes based on statistical analysis. In Section 2, the different components of the face detector are described: a motion filter, a color filter, a prenetwork filter, and a large neural network filter based on a new model of neural network. A combination of neural networks is used to extend the face detection ability in orientation. In Section 3, a fast search algorithm for face detection is presented. It speeds up the detection process by a factor of PS. After analyzing and comparing the performances of our face detector with previously reported face detectors in Section 4, Section 5 describes a real application: indexation of face images for the web crawler of France Telecom, VoiLa.
THE FACE DETECTOR
Our purpose is to classify a subwindow x, of size IS Â PH pixels extracted from an image, as a face (x P ) or as a nonface (x P x ). In this section, we describe the different components of the face detector which consists of four filters. These filters, from the simplest, fastest, and less accurate to the most complex, slowest and most accurate, are the following:
. a motion filter typically rejects 90 percent of the hypothesis (location and scale of possible face) in the case of video sequences, . a skin color filter typically discards 60 percent of the hypothesis in the case of color images,
. a multilayer perceptron, called prenetwork, filters 93 percent of the remaining hypothesis, . a modular system, based on a combination of a new neural network model called Constrained Generative Model (CGM), processes the 0.04 percent remaining hypothesis. The architecture of the face detector is hierarchical: at each stage a percentage of the hypothesis is excluded (Fig. 2) . The advantage of this architecture is first to reduce the computational time cost since the first filters are faster. Second, assuming that filters are independent, the false alarm rate can be improved. Indeed, estimations of the false alarm rates are 0.1 for the motion filter, 0.4 for the color filter, 0.01 for the multilayer perceptron, and IH ÀU for the modular system. If the filters were independent, the final false alarm rate could reach IH ÀIH ! The drawback of this architecture is the risk of reducing the detection rate. The first three filters must reach a very high detection rate to circumvent this problem.
Hypothesis Elimination
Assuming that a face moves most of the time (speaking, breathing, eye blinking), the motion filter is activated in video sequences. It consists of a simple thresholded difference of images. Depending on the threshold and on the video sequence, our experiments on automatic framing [9] show that it typically excludes 90 percent of the hypothesis.
When color information is available, a color filter, made up of a table of pixels, collected manually on a large collection of face images [9] , is applied. A binary image is obtained (Fig. 1) . The subwindows, which contain a small number of skin pixels, are considered as background subwindows. The others, corresponding approximately to 40 percent of the total number of subwindows (depending on the image), are evaluated by the following filter: the neural network prefilter.
The prenetwork is a single multilayer perceptron (MLP) [4] , [30] , [36] . It has 300 inputs, corresponding to the size of the extracted subwindows, 20 hidden neurons, and one output (face/nonface), for a total of 6,041 weights. The prenetwork is trained using standard back-propagation. The face training set is composed by 8,000 front view and side view faces.
Examples in Fig. 3 represent centered faces in 15 by 20 pixels subwindows. Approximately 50,000 specific nonface examples (15 by 20 pixels subwindows, which do not correspond to faces) were collected using an iterative algorithm described later. The subwindows are enhanced by a histogram equalization, and smoothed. Then, they are normalized by subtraction of the average face. The obtained prenetwork is a relatively small and fast network with a very high detection rate (above 99 percent) but also with a high false alarm rate (up to 1 percent). This network, unusable alone because of its poor false alarm rate, is used as a filter which discards more than 93 percent of the hypothesis.
THE CONSTRAINED GENERATIVE MODEL
Two types of statistical model can be applied to face detection: discriminant models and generative models. Since collecting a representative set of nonface examples is impossible, our approach to face detection is to use a generative model. The Principal Component Analysis [32] (PCA) technique produces axes where the variance of the set of faces is maximum without taking into account the set of nonfaces. This analysis can be used as a generative model to detect faces in an image [35] . The likelihood of the observed data x is then the product of two terms [26] based on two distances:
1. a distance to the principal subspace, based on the reconstruction error between an input subwindows and its projection on the principal subspace, to discard nonface example which are projected on face examples, 2. a distance to a cluster in the principal subspace to delimit the cluster containing the set of faces. The underlying assumption needed is that a linear subspace fitting the set of faces exists. If this assumption is not verified this model overestimates the set of faces (Fig. 4) . The authors propose to use a mixture of linear subspaces to fit the manifold [26] . Another approach is to use a nonlinear autoassociative neural network. An autoassociative network, using one hidden layer and linear activation functions performs a PCA [1] . Using three hidden layers of nonlinear neurons, an autoassociative neural network is able to perform a nonlinear dimensionality reduction [23] . However, owing to local minima, the obtained solution can be close to the principal components analysis.
As in the previous case, our approach is to model the distance to the set of faces to evaluate the probability of an input subwindow to be a face. This distance is based on a projection of a point x of the input space i on the set of face . We define this projection as
where d is the Euclidean distance, x is the set of nonfaces, and i x is the set of all possible windows, with x Y.
As we have a sample of , we approximate the projection of x on as
where v I Y v P Y F F F Y v n are the k nearest-neighbors in the training set of faces of v, the nearest face of x. The number of nearest-neighbors, k, needed to approximate the nearest face example of x, decreases as the density of the sample grows. The distance between an input vector x and the set of faces is approximated by hxY $ k knn x À xkX Using a threshold, this distance allows to classify an input vector as a face or as a nonface. The accuracy of this approximation grows with the number of examples. However, the number of floating operations grows linearly with the number of examples. As a consequence, the computational time needed to evaluate the distance can be important.
To improve the previous algorithm, we propose to approximate the projection on set, x, using a neural network. The goal of the learning process is to evaluate the projection of an input example on the set. The output layer has the same size than the input layer. The neurons of the output layer corresponds to the coordinates in the input space i of the projected input (Fig. 5 ). To achieve this goal, we minimize the following cost function:
where is the vector of weights of the neural network. xx is an approximation of the projection defined before:
. if xa P: xx x knn x. To classify an input subwindow x, the distance to the set is computed using the projection:
. hxY $ kx À xk, where x xx x is the reconstructed subwindow by the neural network, . let x P i, then x P if and only if kx À xk (, with ( P s, where ( is a threshold used to adjust the sensitivity of the model. 
Notice that the approximation of by xx outperforms the one obtained by knn , since face examples are reconstructed as themselves. As a consequence, if the neural network generalizes the learned projection, its estimation ( xx ) of the projection should be better than the one obtained by knn . Moreover, when testing, the computational time does not grow with the number of face examples. It depends of a fixed number weights, corresponding to the architecture of the neural network.
The drawback of this approach is that it needs nonface examples to model the projection. As we assume that the true dimension of the set of faces is lower than the input space (the size of input subwindows), we can use a nonlinear dimension reduction to reduce the number of nonface examples needed. To obtain a nonlinear model with a multilayer perceptron, one hidden layer of nonlinear neurons has to be used [39] . However, as we want to obtain a nonlinear dimension reduction and a nonlinear relation between the submanifold (the compression layer) and the projection layer (the output layer), we need an additional hidden layer (Fig. 5 ).
In the case of standard nonlinear dimensionality reduction, the reconstruction error is related to the position of a point from the principal submanifold in the input space. Nevertheless, a point can be near to the principal submanifold ( H ) and far from the set of faces (). With the algorithm proposed, the reconstruction error is related to the distance between a point and the set of faces. As a consequence, if we assume that the learning process is consistent [37] , our algorithm is able to evaluate the probability that a point belongs to the set of faces.
Let y be the binary random variable, y I corresponding to a face example and y H to a nonface example, we express this probability as y Ijx e À xÀ x P ' P Y where ' depends on the threshold (X We noticed in Fig. 6 that using a few number of counterexamples, the Constrained Generative Model (CGM) can perform an accurate estimation of the set of examples. However, the two counterexamples used were not chosen randomly. They belonged to the principal plane of the set of examples. Here, we detail the algorithm we use to collect such counterexamples. The nonface database f nf , corresponding to the face database f f , is collected by an iterative algorithm similar to the one used in [33] or in [29] : are close to the set of faces (Fig. 7) . In our experiments, we set the target detection rate on a set of subwindows to US percent. The effective detection rate, the detection rate on a set of images, can be higher owing to the strong correlation between extracted windows from an image. We use a similar boosting approach to collect the set of examples:
. the model is build using using the previous algorithm to collect counterexamples and to evaluate the thresold ( t , 3. the model is tested on the set of images containing faces s t , 4. the faces fy H Y F F F Y y n g, which are not detected, are manually cropped, 5. f f f f fy H Y Y y n g, t t I, and 6. while the detection rate h t`h Ã t go back to step P. To evaluate the sensibility of our algorithm to the density of the set of examples and to the distribution of the counterexamples, we use an illustrative and simple problem: to determine if a point belongs or not to a disk in a twodimensional space (Fig. 6) . Each sample of the true set (the disk) is drawn from an uniform distribution and some counterexamples are chosen to observe the behavior of our model under different initial conditions.
The most important issue (Figs. 6a and 6c) is that contrary to discriminant algorithm, such as MLP or Support Vector Machines, boundary points of the two classes are not needed in the training set to determine the boundary between the two distributions. Moreover, in Fig. 6b , we notice that an uniformly distributed set of counterexamples is not needed.
In the last test (Fig. 6d) , we reduce the number of positive examples. Here, the approximation of the projection by xx is not accurate. The model underestimates the disk. To obtain an accurate estimation of the distance between a point and the set of examples, a dense training set of examples is needed. There are several applications, such as face detection or word spotting, where the goal is to isolate a small cluster with unknown shape in a large space. Our algorithm is well-suited to the case of dense clusters. 
Combination of CGMs
In order to reduce the false alarm rate and to extend the face detection ability in orientation, three architectures, combining several CGMs, have been tested [14] : an ensemble, a conditional mixture, and a conditional ensemble. The use of ensemble of networks to reduce the false alarm rate was shown in [29] . 16] .
The second combination model proposed is the conditional mixture. It uses several CGM models and a gate network as in the case of mixture of experts [21] (Fig. 2) . A random variable is used to partition the training set, for example, in two subsets:
1. i I , the set of front view faces and the corresponding counterexamples ( I), 2. i P , the set of side view faces and the corresponding counterexamples ( P). Each module evaluates the probability of an extracted subwindow of the image to be a face, knowing the value of the random variable . Supposing that the partition ( IY P) can be generalized to every input, including the nonface subwindows, the gate network learns the partition. The output of the gate network for the CGM j is f xY j jjxY where are the weights of the gate network. Then, the output of the modular system is y
where the value of the random variable y I corresponds to a face subwindow, x is the number of estimator, and y IjxY j is the output of the CGM j. The cost function used during the training phase of the gate network is
This system is quite different from a mixture of experts introduced in [21] : each module is trained separately on a subset of the training set and then the gating network learns to combine the outputs. Since prior knowledge is used to part the training set, and since each module is trained separately, the capacity [37] of this system is less than for the more general case: the mixture of experts.
The last architecture described, the conditional ensemble, is trained on the face example as the conditional mixture and on the nonface example as the ensemble (the target of the gate network is the mean output).
For example, if two estimators are used, four sets are defined:
. p is the front view face set. . is the turned face set, with p Y. . p is the face set. . x is the nonface set, with x Y. Our goal is to evaluate x P jx. Each estimator computes respectively:
. x P p jx P p x Y x (gqwIx), . x P jx P x Y x (gqwPx), Using the Bayes theorem (see [14] for the demonstration), we have x P jx x P x jxgqwIx gqwPx I x P jxgqwPx x P pjxgqwIxX P Then, we can deduce the behavior of the conditional ensemble:
. in x , if the output of the gate network is HXS, and as in the case of ensembles, the conditional ensemble reduces the variance of the error (first term of the right side of (1)), . in , as in the case of the conditional mixture, the conditional ensemble permits to combine two different tasks (second term of the right side of (2)): detection of turned faces and detection of front view faces. The gate network f x is trained to calculate the probability that the tested image is a face ( x P jx), using the following cost function:
THE SEARCH ALGORITHM
In this section, we focus on a way to reduce the computational time cost of the face detection process. The detector locates faces in a subwindow of fixed size, IS Â PH pixels. To detect faces at different scales, a subsampling of the original image is performed. The exhaustive search leads to evaluate a very large number of subwindows: all the subwindows in all the subsampled images have to be tested. The goal of the first two filters (motion and color filter) is to eliminate hypothesis, using a very small amount of processing time. Nevertheless, for gray scale images, these filters cannot be used. The only remaining filter is the prenetwork filter, which consists of 6,041 weights: for each extracted subwindows, 6,041 multiplications and 6,041 additions must be made (the modular system (Fig. 2) is made up of 140,741 weights).
To reduce this computational time cost, a simple multilayer perceptron can be used [30] , [36] , such as our prenetwork. It determines the possible location of faces, and then a larger network is used to achieve precise location. Another approach, developed by Ben-Yacoub [3] , is to calculate the Fourier transform of the image and of the neural network filter, and then to process the image in the Fourier space.
This interesting approach is not adapted to a local normalization of the image such as the histogram equalization we use. To reduce the computational time cost of the face detection process, our approach is to reduce the number of subwindows analyzed.
Our face detector is very selective: its mean output on background subwindows is low in comparison to its mean output on face subwindows. Moreover, around a face subwindow, the output of our face detector is a monotonous and growing function (Fig. 8) . These properties leads us to use the following algorithm to speed up the face detection process:
1. at each scale, each intersection point of a regular grid, corresponding to some pixels uniformly distributed in the image (Fig. 9) , is tested by the detector (motion filter, color filter, neural network filter, and modular system), 2. a local exhaustive search is performed around the points where qx, the output of the last module, is greater than a first threshold, 3. at each scale, the subwindows, corresponding to the points of the local exhaustive search where qx is greater than a second threshold, are stored in a set , 4. an overlapping elimination or summation (depending of the overlapping surface), between the different positions and scales of the subwindows of , is performed to locate the faces.
For example, in the color image of Fig. 9 , the exhaustive search of a face, of size within the range IS Â PHY ISH Â PHH pixels, needs 500,000 tests. The use of our fast search algorithm reduces the number of tests to 25,000. 18,600 hypotheses are discarded by the color filter. 5,800 of the 6,400 remaining subwindows are eliminated by the prenetwork filter and then the modular system evaluates only THH subwindows. The processing time is HXQ second on a 333 MHz DEC Alpha.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the first part of this section, a comparison between different models and combination of models is shown, using the exhaustive search. In the second part, we analyze the influence of the search algorithm on the detection rate, false alarm rate, and processing time. We describe our final face detector and compare it to other systems. Our face database contains VY HHH various face examples. This database is divided into four subsets of equal size, corresponding to different views:
. Each subset of face examples is collected using the algorithm described in Section 2. Using these subsets, five CGMs are constructed: the first four (CGM1, CGM2, CGM3, CGM4) corresponds to each orientation range. The last one, CGM5, uses the whole face database. US percent of each face subset is used for the training and the PS percent remaining faces allow to select the model. During the learning process, nonface examples are collected on a set of IHH background images. To select the model, a Fig. 8 . On the Z axis, the mean output of the modular system, over all the detected faces subwindows of the CMU test set 1. The (X,Y) plane is the image plane. The origin corresponds to a face subwindow. The farther a subwindow is from the origin, the lower the output of the modular system (qx). Fig. 9 . First, each intersection point of the grid is tested. Second, a exhaustive search is performed around the points of intersection, where the output of the system is high. In this illustrative example, SR points of intersection of the grid are tested. Only one corresponds to a high output of the detector. The exhaustive search is performed inside the the dashed rectangle.
second set of IHH background images is used to evaluate the false alarm rate. Five sets of counterexamples are collected from the training set of background images, for each CGM, using the algorithm described in Section 2. Each obtained set of extracted subwindows contains approximately 2,000 counterexamples. According to the experiments of Section 2, the number of counterexamples needed by our model is very small in comparison to the number of counterexamples used by a discriminant multilayer perceptron (for example, 50,000 for the prenetwork).
The size of the training windows is IS Â PH pixels. The windows are enhanced by histogram equalization to obtain a relative independence to lighting conditions, smoothed to remove the noise and normalized by the average face, evaluated on the training face set.
Comparison of Models
In this section, we compare the different combination models, described previously, to choose the best one for our final detector. For this comparison, the ensemble of CGMs consists of three CGMs: a front view face detector (CGM1), a side view face detector (CGM3), and a general face detector (CGM5). The conditional mixture and the conditional ensemble use the same estimators (CGM1 and CGM3). The same architecture is used for the gate network. It has 300 inputs, corresponding to the size IS Â PH pixels, 25 hidden neurons and one output.
To achieve comparison between models, two tests are performed. The first one allows to evaluate the limits in orientation of the face detectors. The Sussex face database, containing 10 faces with 10 orientations between H degree and WH degrees, is used (Table 1) . Although, the general face detector (CGM5) uses the same learning face database than the different combinations of CGMs, it has a smaller orientation range than the conditional mixtures of CGMs, and the conditional ensemble of CGMs. The performances, on turned faces, of the ensemble of CGMs are low. The different models are trained on different face databases part according to the orientation criteria. Thus, the ensemble underlying assumption is not verified: the estimators are not identically distributed. This test shows that the combination, by a gate neural network of different CGMs, trained on different training set, allows to extend the detection ability to both front view and turned faces. The conditional mixture of CGMs obtains results in term of orientation and false alarm rate close to the best CGMs used to construct the mixture (see Table 1 and Table 2 ).
The second test allows to evaluate the false alarms rate. We use the test set e of the CMU, containing RP images of various quality. First, these results show that the model, trained without counterexamples (GM), overestimates the distribution of faces and its false alarm rate is too large to use it as a face detector. Second, the estimation of the probability distribution of face images performed by one CGM (CGM5) is more precise than the one obtained by [29] with one SWN (see Table 2 ). Since the results of the conditional ensemble of CGMs and the conditional mixture of CGMs are close on this test, the detection rate versus the number of false alarms is plotted (Fig. 10) , for different thresholds. The conditional mixture of CGMs curve is above the one for the conditional ensemble of CGMs. Since the conditional mixture obtains better results on the two tests, we chose this combination model for our final face detector.
Results of the Face Detector
The best performances are obtained by the conditional mixture of CGMs. Nevertheless, the false alarm rate is still high (Table 2) , and the detection rate of side view faces is low (Table 1) . To solve this problem, four estimators are used (CGM1, CGM2, CGM3, CGM4) and then combined using the conditional mixture. The gate network has QHH inputs, IHH hidden neurons, and one output. 6,000 face images are used for the training and 2,000 face images to select the model. A set of 5,000 nonface examples is collected by an iterative algorithm on a set of IHH background images. A set of VH images containing faces on complex background allows to select the model. We compare our system with the best results published so far [30] on the test 1 of the CMU. It consists of 130 gray-scale images, containing 507 faces, most of them front view faces.
To evaluate the detection ability in orientation, we use a larger test set than the Sussex face database. Our test set is composed of 30 individuals per orientation. The number of views is 10 (one per 10 degrees), 17 individuals are males and 13 are females.
In Section 2, we noticed that our architecture is hierarchical (Fig. 2) . Then, if the prenetwork has a false alarm rate on the order of 1 percent and the modular system has a false alarm rate around SXIH ÀV , and the estimators are independent, the expected value of the false alarm rate is IH ÀW . The result (Table 3) shows that the estimators are not independent, since the false alarm rate of the algorithm 1 and the algorithm 2 are close (around IH ÀV ). Nevertheless, the detection rate of these algorithms are close. Moreover, if the number of tests is the same, the computational time cost of one test is reduced by a factor PQ (corresponding to 140,000 versus 6,000 weights) using the prenetwork filter.
Our fast search algorithms (number 3 and 4 in Table 3 ) is based on the assumption that the farther a subwindow is from a face subwindow, the lower the output of the face detector. Since the detection rate of the fast search algorithms is close to the one obtained by the exhaustive search (Algorithm 2 in Table 3 ) this assumption is verified. The false alarm rate of the fast search algorithm is higher than for the exhaustive search, together with a lower number of false alarms. This is not a contradiction, since the fast search algorithm focuses on the part of the images where the output of the face detector is high.
The test set 1 of the CMU contains a significant (26) number of rough drawing faces or nonhuman faces, which mostly are not detected by our detector (Fig. 11) . Nevertheless, our face detector has a detection rate equivalent to the one proposed by Rowley et al. [30] (VT percent versus VR percent) with an equivalent number of false alarms (V versus IH, see Table 3 ). The fast version of the search algorithm has a higher detection rate (VI percent versus UU percent) and a lower number of false alarms (I versus V) than the fast version of the CMU (see Table 3 ). These results were obtained using only 7,109,000 tests versus 83,000,000 for the fast version of the CMU (a factor II). Moreover, our face detector is able to detect side view faces (Table 4) .
The detection rate of all algorithms (exhaustive search, fast search, and very fast search) is around WH percent up to TH degrees. Finally, the performances of our face detector in terms of detection rate, false alarm rate, and computational time cost is sufficient to apply it to real world applications, such as images and videos indexation or automatic framing. Currently, most of the indexation engines on the Web are based on textual information. Information in a web page consists both of text and images. Therefore, the result of an image search, using a textual indexation engine, can be very noisy. In this section, we propose an image indexation engine, based on our face detector, in order to collect Web images containing faces [34] . The proposed service allows to sort easily images of faces. Moreover, access providers could store at low cost the face information: a cropped frame, containing the face can be stored instead of the whole image (Fig. 12) .
Knowing the location (xY yY z) and number of faces, the image can be indexed with the following labels: portrait or group picture, image containing a face, and background image. Merging this information and the textual information, the functionalities proposed by our system are the following:
. automatic extraction of the frame containing faces to present the search results, . search of a particular face image: image of John Coltrane, . search of a portrait: portrait of Bill Clinton, . search of a group photo: picture of Beatles.
The difficulty of this problem is to process the amount of information contained in the Web pages. The answers of the search engine must be, on the one hand, as nonnoisy as possible and, on the other hand, as numerous as possible. As a consequence, the false alarm rate must be very low to obtain nonnoisy answers. Since the amount of information (in this case, face images) is very important on the Web, there are two ways to collect many image of faces: fast search and high detection rate.
The very fast search algorithm (see Section 3) is used in the search engine. To evaluate its performances, a large test set was collected on the Web. It contains 13,182 images of various size IHV Â IHVY IY HPR Â IY HPR. Most of these images are color images, but some of them are gray-scale. 3,468 images are background images, and to ease the evaluation of the results, the 9,714 others are selected so that the images contain only one face. For most of them, the background is complex. There are 6,004 faces of male and 3,710 of female. The variability of facial expressions, of orientations (in and out of the plane of the image), and of backgrounds is very high. The face detector search faces of size between IS Â PH pixels and QHH Â RHH pixels. To evaluate the influence of the use of the color information on the false alarm rate, detection rate, and on the average processing time, this test is made with and without the color filter (Table 5) .
Due to the important variability of this test set, the detection rate of the face detector is lower than the one observed on the CMU test set (UT percent versus VI percent for the very fast version and VHXI percent versus VT percent for the exhaustive search). The use of the color filter reduces the detection rate (approximately by I percent). Nevertheless, the key points for this application are the false alarm rate to reduce the number of noisy answers and the average processing time per image. The use of the color filter is beneficial for both key points and gives a very fast and accurate face detector: the average processing time is approximately 1s and the false alarm rate is on the order of I per QHH full images.
CONCLUSION
The new neural network model proposed, the Constrained Generative Model, performs an accurate estimation of the face set, using a small set of counterexamples. As we noticed in Section 2, the requirement of this model is essentially a dense set of faces. The drawback of this algorithm is the size of the model. It is overcome by the use of several prefilters and a fast search algorithm. The obtained face detector is one of the most accurate of the published face detectors: it detects side view faces as well as front view faces, its false alarm rate is on the order of SXIH ÀV and using the fast search algorithm proposed, the number of indexed images could be raised to 100,000 per day (the remaining bottleneck is the retrieving time of an image on the Web). To improve the detection rate and the false alarm rate, more estimators can be used without significant increase of the processing time, since the modular system processes only HXR percent of the extracted subwindows (without the motion filter). 
